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BARGER DOUBTS BARBER/RAMSEY THEORY 
	

by Gary Mack 

By letter to G. Robert Blakey dated February 18, 1983, acoustic scientist James Barger has completed the first of a two-part assault to 
determine the validity of the Dallas Police tapes and his work for the HSCA. 

The six page letter consists of five sections: the first restates the Barber theory and Ramsey Panel confirmation, followed by four 
specific recommendations for further study. Since the contents are fairly technical, here are summaries with added explanations: 
Barber/Ramsey theory and conclusions: Barger notes that the Ramsey Panel Report is in two parts: the Barber theory and the 
Panel's opinions about the BBN Report to the HSCA; he adds "Only within the former part do we find important and original 
information." 

Barger then restated the Barber theory, that because of the timing of a phrase heard on both channels simultaneously, the "shot" 
sounds occurred about one minute after the assassination actually took place. Barger agrees that the phrase, spoken by Sheriff Bill 
Decker, is identical on both recordings. However, he doubts that the theory is proven because of "some enigmatic features" of the Chan-
nel 2 recording which could not have been simultaneously recorded on Channel 1. 

Noting that the Panel "did not examine the several items of evidence that corroborated our original findings," he stands by his original 
work and suggests further analysis to prove or disprove the Barber theory. If it cannot be proven, more studies can increase the con-
fidence in his original work. 
Originality and integrity of the DPD recordings: As I've written before, Dr. Barger doubts the recordings located by the HSCA are the 
originals. Here he lists four studies which can easily answer that question. While not mentioned in the letter, Barger has done some, and 
perhaps all, of them; naturally, he would not be recommending specific studies if he didn't already know what the answers would be. 

All four studies involve the 60 cycle power hum, which is present, to some extent, in every audio recording. There is evidence of at least 
two different hum tones, which proves the recordings are copies. Curiously, the Ramsey Panel could have done these studies, but chose 
not to, even though Barger informed the members of the apparent discrepancies. 

Specifically, the shape and direction of the power hum can be examined by phase demodulation and a search for discontinuities (breaks) 
in both recordings. One of them occurs at the very start of Chief Curry's first post assassination command to "Go to the hospital." The 
beginning seems to be cut off, either by a splice (which can only be done on tape, not a disc or belt recording), or an overdub (which, 
again, can only be produced on professional equipment like that in a recording studio). 

If these four studies show the DPD recordings to be originals, writes Barger, then the Barber theory is true and further study need not 
be done. If not true, then the next three groups of studies should strengthen the work of BBN for the HSCA. 
Enhanced echo pattern matching: "Owing to time and funding limitations, our original study devoted only about three days to the pro-
cess of matching the [test shot] echo patterns with the sound pattems...on the DPD recording." The matching procedure, called a 
crosscorrelation, is laborious, time-consuming work. BBN was able to get 2592 matches (8HSCA94), but a computer can ultimately 
generate a far more massive amount of data. In this section, Dr. Barger recommends computer assisted matching which would yield 
3,000,000 crosscorrelations and significantly increase the confidence level of his earlier work. 
The Weiss and Aschkenasy analysis: Again "owing to time and funding limitations," a significant study was not attempted for the 
HSCA—the advanced procedure developed by Mark Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy. Their analysis pinpointed the source of the third 
shot, but not the other three. Their methodology, urges Barger, should be applied to those shots too. 

Since "there is little doubt about the origin" of the other shots (an upper floor of the TSBD), the W&A approach would also reveal any 
inconsistencies. For example, if any of the shots were found to come from an illogical location, either the tape or the BBN Report could 
be seriously doubted. Since the motorcycle locations are also found by the echo matches, they, too, should be in a logical position in 
Dealey Plaza as already determined by Barger's earlier work. In other words, the W&A analysis is a check on the work of BBN. 
Compatibility with non-acoustic evidence: Here Dr. Barger lists four additional areas for further study. The first is a new comparison 
of the shot timing with the Zapruder film. Although three of these "jiggle analyses" were performed for the HSCA, they were made in-
dependent of the acoustics evidence and before the timing was known. Barger suggests either the muzzle blast or shock wave could have 
jiggled the camera, rather than Zapruder's "startle reflex" causing a blur. It's an interesting theory which could make sense out of the 
film's many blurs. 

The second study in this section concerns the motorcycle speed. While unable to measure its speed for the HSCA by the sound of the 
engine, Barger believes it can be done. This would show whether the speed is consistent with being in Dealey Plaza and slowing down for 
the two turns. Barger also correctly notes that the obvious motorcycle slowdown about 3 seconds before the first shot is completely incon-
sistent with the Barber/Ramsey scenario, which requires it to be speeding up Stemmons at that precise moment. 

The third suggested study is of the siren sounds about two minutes after the BBN shots. As I detailed in Coverups 5, a second 
microphone near the Trade Mart probably picked up those sirens. Barger noted a change in pitch as the sirens passed—the familiar Dop-
pler effect on sound coming from a moving source. The amount of pitch change over a period of time can be measured, and that data can 
determine the speeds and distances "of the motorcycle and the siren vehicle." This information will be very helpful in understanding the 
many relevant sounds on the DPD recordings. 

Finally, Barger's fourth recommendation is a study of the photographic evidence showing McLain in Dealey Plaza. So far, the best 
evidence is the Zapruder film as detailed in Coverups 6, which Barger received just days after writing his letter. 
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3 'convicted 
of stabbing 
King's slayer 

AA...true Pram 
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — An all-white jury on 

Friday convicted three black convicts of trying 
lo kill James Earl Ray in a stabbing attack at a 

prison library nearly two 
years ago. 

Ray, the assassin of civil 
rights leader Martin Lu-
ther King Jr.. was stabbed 
72 times of 	4.1981, at 
Brushy Mountain Peni-
tentiary. After spending 
13 days in a hospital, Ray 
was moved to the Tennes-
see State Prison at Nash-
ville. 

• Convicts Dock Walker. • JAMES EARL John W. Partee and 
ESE 	John Ransom were 

found guilty of assault with intent to commit 
first-degree murder. Walker and Partee were 
sentenced to 60 years in prison and Ransom 
received a 20-year term. The sentences were add-
ed to the men's other terms. 
'"The court simply cannot pat these gentlemen 

on the back." Judge John Duncan Jr-said."To do 
so would encourage this kind of criminal behav-
ior behind prison walls." 

The jury returned the verdict at 3:55 p.m. EST 
after deliberating two hours Thursday night and 
6's hours Friday. 

. Defense. lawyers. who complained that pro-
secutors excluded blacks from the jury, said they 
would appeal. 
' "I don't want the people to think we are down 
on white juries." said defense lawyer Isaiah Gant. 
who is black. "What we objected to is the proce-
dure used." 

Partee.-32. of Nashville, is serving a 99-year 
sentence on a 1971 murder conviction: Ransom. 
20. of Chattanooga, is serving 15 years on 1979 
convictions of second-degree murder and larce-
ny of an automobile: and Walker. 36. of Memphis. 
was sentenced to 100 years on a 1970 conviction of 
robbery with a deadly weapon. 

A half-doien plainclothes policemen whisked 
Ray into the sealed courtroom Thursday to testi-
fy as the state's final witness. 

"Fm not even Interested in who assaulted me." 
Ray, 55, told:the jury. "I don't know any of the 
defendants." 

Ray blamed the attack on former Warden Her-
man Davis. saying Davis knew it was planned and 
ordered the guards removed from the library 
before it started. Ray claims the stabbing was 
part of a government plot to kill him. 

FWST 3-13-83 
Special 

prosecutor 

is denied 
WASHINGTON -

The Justice Depart-
ment says there is no 
reason to appoint a spe-
cial prosecutor in the 
1979 shooting deaths of 
five anti-Ku Klux Klan 
demonstrators in 
Greensboro, N.C. 

Department attor-
neys, in a four-page 
brief filed Thursday in 
federal court, argued 
that survivors of the 
shooting have failed to 
justify such an appoint-
ment 

Five Communist 
Workers Party mem-
bers died in the shoo- 
tout, which occurred 
duringa CWP"Death to 
the Klan" rally Nov. 3, 
1979. Six Klansmen and 
Nazis were found inno-
cent of state murder 
charges about a year 
later. 

Survivors contend 
that high-ranking Jus-
tice Department offi-
cials were involved in 
the shootings and 
therefore have a con-
flict of interest in the 
current federal Investi-
gation. 

Among officials 
accused of such wrong-
doing by Nov. 3 survi-
vors are Attorney Gen-
eral William French 
Smith and FBI Director 
William Webster. • 

Gesell last month de-, 
nied the government's 
motion to dismiss the 
lawsuit seeking the spe-
cial prosecutor and. or-
dered the Justice Dr 
partment to respond to 
the special prosecutor 
request. The judge still 
must decide the case. 
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In conclusion, Barger estimates the cost of these studies at $300,000. He adds that the Ramsey Report lists 13 studies which could be 
pursued, and he has incorporated all but three in his letter to Blakey (the three would not yield any new or different information not 
already addressed by either Barger or Ramsey). 

It's important to emphasize that Barger does not wish to do this work himself, but will discuss his ideas with whatever scientists are 
selected. He believes the analyses are fairly simple and the results will be more acceptable if presented by an independent group. 

This all leaves me puzzled and more than a little suspicious why the Ramsey Panel didn't follow Barger's suggestions and didn't do any 
of their own recommended studies. Why the hell did the Panel waste nearly two years and $25,000 to release a Report on an incomplete 
study? 

DM 3-17-83 

First witnesses describe 
attack on James Earl Ray 
Associated Press 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — James 
Earl Ray shouted and struggled 
while one prisoner held him and a 
second stabbed him repeatedly dur-
ing an attack in a prison law li-
brary, a witness testified Wednes-
day. 

Three black inmates are accused 
of the June 4, 1981, stabbing at 
Brushy Mountain Penitentiary, 
where Ray was serving a 99-year 
sentence for the 1968 assassination 
of civil rights leader Martin Luther 
King Jr., 

Ray was hospitalized 13 days at 
 being stabbed 22 times with a 

crudely fashioned knife that pris-
oners call a shank. 

On the first day of testimony in 

WASHINGTON (API — Members 
of Congresssay they will challenge 
the Reagan administration's deci-
sion to expand FBI infiltration and 
monitoring of U.S. groups that al-
legedly advocate violent social and 
political change. 	" 

Attorney General Williain 
French Smith broadened the FBI's 
authority for domestic spying Mon-
day when he issued new guidelines 
for FBI domestic security and do- 
mestic terrorist Investigations. 

Smith's new rules, which take ef-
fect March 21. replace guidelines 
issued by Attorney General Edward 
Levi in 1978 to halt abuses turned up 
by congressionalcommittees.Levt s 
rules have come under attack by 
conservative groups. 

The congressional panels found 
that during the 1980aand early 1970s 
the FBJ infiltrated anti-Vietnam 
war groups, civil rigida organiza-
tions and the women's liberation 
movement, and attempted to dis-
rupt their activities and discredit 
their leaders. including.Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. 

Although the new rules do not 
need congressional approval, sever- 
al efforts were immediately an-
nounced in Congress to alter them 
oratleastelatifySmith'sinointions. 

Rep. Don Edwards.D-Callf., chair-
man of the HouseJudiciarysubcom- 
mittee on civil and constitutional 
tights, said the new FBI powers 
could chill 'the exercise of free 
speech. He called onJustice of f totals 
to explain them at hearings in the 
next two weeks. 

Sens. Charles McC. Mathias. 
Md.. and Walter Huddleston,D4Cy., 
chairman and vice chairman of the  

the trial, Ricky Artiburn, one of 
two Brushy Mountain prisoners 
who watched but were not impli-
cated in the attack told the court 
that he was getting a book when 
other inmates appeared in the 
room and began stabbing Ray. 

"One of them was trying to hold 
his hands, the other was sticking 
him," said Artiburn, who was serv-
ing time on a burglary charge. 

"He just sort of hollered, 'Oh!" " 
Artiburn said "He was trying to 
fight back, just by squirreling and 
twisting his arms." 

Artiburn testified that the at-
tack, which lasted about 45 sec-
onds, was made by two black in-
mates while a third Inmate stood 
watch. 

special committee that investigated 
the FBI's Abscam investigation, said 
through spokesmen that they add 
other senators will introduce legis-
lation to restrict the use of FBI in-
formants and infiltrators even 
more sharply than Levi had. 

Smith said the new guidelines al-
ready had been altered this past 
week in response to some private 
criticisms from COngress. He said 
the new rules "clarify the standards 
governing these investigations and 
reaffirm the importance °leather-
ing criminal intelligence about vin- 
lence-prone groups. while retaining 
adequate protections for lawf ul and 

dissent"peaceful political   
Critics specifically objected to 

new provisions which will: 
• Authorize the FBI to infiltrate 

or misinformants into groups dur-
ing preliminary inquiries, where 
"there is not yeta reasonable indica-
tion of criminal activities" warrant-
ing a full investigation. Levi had 
restricted these techniques to full 
investigations. 

• Authorize for the first time full 
investigations into public advocacy 
of Crimes or violence where there is 
apparent intent to carry out such 
threats. One Senate aide said this 
could allow investigations of people 
who advocate not registering for 
the.standby military draft as a pro-
test. 

• Permit the FBI to continue low-
level monitoring by informants of 
groups which have become dor-
mant and pole no "immediate 
threat of harm." The FBI had been 
closing investigations when agroup 
had gone more than a year without 
resorting to violence. 

FWST 3-8 —8 3 

New spying policy 
for FBI is under fire 

- • 
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WHO WAS REALLY IN OSWALD'S GRAVE? Part 2 	 by Gary Mack 

Part 1 ended with the events of November 19, 1982, when the observations of Paul Groody and Alan Baumgard-
ner became public. Prior to that time, none of us who knew their story could talk about it. 

Groody's attitude changed considerably. At one time extremely hesitant, he was now eager to explain every 
detail, no matter how small. Even Baumgardner, who owns and operates two prosperous funeral homes and who 
certainly doesn't need this kind of publicity, agreed to talk on the record. 

I must emphasize again that neither gentleman has charged, or will charge that a body or skull switch took 
place. But they did see signs that a switch may have been made. 

When the vault covering the coffin was unearthed, everything looked normal. But when the workers went to lift 
up the vault lid, it came off easily. The lid had been sealed with tar in 1963 and the air was supposed to have been 
pumped out. This nearly complete vacuum was one of the reasons Groody had always been confident that the 
body would still be in excellent condition. However, the seal had been broken and rather than having to use ham-
mers and chisele (as expected), the lid just slipped off. While not really mysterious, it was unusual. 

Inside, the observers noted significant damage to the casket. The top side, just above and behind the head, 
was broken out. This missing piece was about 18 Inches long and 3 to 4 inches wide; it had not fallen inside the 
coffin or outside—it was gone. Perhaps it had been somehow damaged when the coffin and vault were lowered 
into the grave and someone kept it as a souvenir. 

Through the opening, Groody, Baumgardner and the others could see the skull and upper skeleton of Lee 
Harvey Oswald. Much of the body had rotted away because the bottom of the vault had cracked, allowing water 
to seep in. According to several of those present, much of the tension and excitement quickly disappeared, for 
there had been very real fears that no body was in the grave; indeed, Marina had agreed to the exhumation not 
because of Eddowes' impostor theory, but because newly declassified documents and some peculiar occur-
rences in 1964 made her think the grave might be empty. 

There had been legitimate concern for security, although there is no known attempt to remove the body (the 
headstone was stolen in the mid-sixties and recovered in Oklahoma). Early in 1964 several people suggested the 
body should be moved to a more secure location or cremated. The ideas were considered, briefly, by members of 
the Warren Commission, but the idea was suddenly dropped (available documents do not indicate why or how 
deliberations ended). 

Early in Spring 1964, Marina was asked to sign a form authorizing installation of a burglar alarm system at the 
gravesite. Without reading it, she signed the agreement and forgot about it until 1979 when the cremation 
documents came to her attention. At the exhumation site, no evidence of any alarm system was found, and to 
this day, she and others wonder what she signed. The paper has never surfaced. 

When Oswald's body was brought to Baylor Medical Center for the examination, both undertakers, especially 
Baumgardner, got a good look at the remains. Groody's only closeup look was when he was brought into the 
room, at Marina's request, to identify the rings Oswald was buried with. In 1963 Marina had tried to put her wed-
ding ring on Lee's ring finger, but it wouldn't slide past the first joint. She asked Groody for help, but he couldn't 
do any better. So the ring was slipped onto the little finger of the left hand, and that's where Groody found it in 
1981. 

He also noted that Oswald's right hand had twisted into a badly deformed position, a fairly normal occurrence 
when muscles and tendons dry out. 

Although Groody was close to the body for only a few seconds, and in the room for less than a minute, he had 
enough time to notice that the skull was completely intact. After the examination, Groody and Baumgardner 
returned to the room to place the remains in a body bag and Into a new coffin. 

Groody stayed at the foot of the corpse and didn't really get to see the skull. But Baumgardner stayed at the 
head, and he did get a good look. He, too, saw the skull close enough to note that it was completely intact. 

Two days later, Groody called Marina to tell her that as far as he and Baumgardner were concerned, everything 
seemed OK and the questions had been firmly answered. They didn't know of any reason to doubt that the body 
was that of the real Lee Harvey Oswald. 

But a few days later, Groody and Baumgardner were talking together about the exhumation when Alan sudden-
ly recalled the craniotomy. When they received the body from Parkland Hospital after Dr. Earl Rose's autopsy in 
1963, they noticed that a cranial had been performed: the top of the skull had been sawed off for removal of the 
brain. And Groody had prepped the skull for viewing—he was the one who cleaned out the skull, packed it with a 
little cotton and a lot of sawdust-like material, then put the skullcap back on and pulled the scalp over it. He then 
sewed up the scalp to hold it together. 

No glue, wires or pins had been used. Now, for the first time, Groody and Baumgardner had second thoughts 
about what they had seen. 

They knew that the line of the craniotomy cut should have been very visible to everyone who saw the skull. And 
they knew that the skullcap should have fallen off in the coffin before anyone touched it. Not only was the skull 
intact at Baylor, almost all of the scalp had rotted away, leaving no visible mark. Both men were frightened by 
the implications of what they didn't see, and wondered why no one had said anything during the examination. 

Next month, in Part 3, the color videotapes of the examination and over 100 "missing" still photographs. 
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;DID LEE HARVEY OSWALD DROP ACID? 
New evidence suggests he 
was among soldiers given LSD 
in a CIA test Program 

0 
B• y Martin A. Lee, 
Robert Ranftel and 

• Jeff Cohen 

ATSUGI, JAPAN, WAS THE SITE OF THE 
CIA headquarters in the Far East, a partic-
ularly strategic location in those years that 
bridged Korea and Vietnam. While the 
CIPis presence at the Atsugi Naval Air Base 
has long been known 
(U-2 spy flights over 
Russia and China toot! 
off from Atsugi), an 
important facet of its 
activities has only 
just recently conic to I 
light. 

Since the early , 
19103, Atsugi served as 
one of two overseas 
field stations where the 
CIA conducted exten-
sive LSD tearing. A 
1933 mono scared that 
LSD was being stored 
at the Manila and At-
sugi CIA stations, and 
that use special Lea Harvey Oswald 
interrogations in Eu- 
rope was being considered. 

In addition to interrogation sessions, the 
drug was also employed experimentally on 
military persomeL These tests continued 
throughout the Cold Vim decade and into 
the early 19601. One marine-cops veteran 
who participated in the experiments at At-
sugi recounted how two CIA officials gave 
him a variety of drugs and apparently tried to 
recruit him for CIA service: "This guy says. 
'We just want to see how you'll macs If 
you're going to be a spy,dat't you want to be 

T WAS A HOT SUSMIEM DAY IN NEW 
Orleans in 1963. A young man walked into 
the office of Edward Gillin, an assistant 
district attorney. Gillin offered the visitor a 
seat, but the young man chose instead to 
stand across the desk from him. He had a 
question about a drug—one that Gillin had 
never heard of before. 

This was no ordinary drug, Gillin was 
told. This drug would affect the social and 
economic history of the world for the next 
200 years. The young man wanted to try the 
drug, and that was what had thought him to 
Galin. He wanted to know if the drug was 
legal and if he could bring it into the country 
from somewhere else. It was important, he 
insisted, speaking for the better part of an 

hour on the wonders of 
this new chemical. 

Galin jest sat there, 
somewhat bewildered, 
trying to assimilate the 
sexy, Who was this 
guy? What . was this 

drug that would transform the world? Any 
drug that could produce the results this 
person spoke o& Galin reasoned, would have 
to be illegaL 

He also cowluded that his visitor was 
probably a bit crazy Galin suggested that the 
young man visit the New Orleans chemist, 
the police authority on such matters, and 
strongly urged that he consult his personal 
physician as well before doing anything fur-
ther The visitor left and Gillin never heard 
from him again. 

A few months later—over the weekend of 
November 22nd, 1963, to be precise—Gitlin 
came to recall dot odd encomia. President 
John E Kennedy was slain on Frith* a 
new president was sworn in two hours later, 
and on Sunday die accused assassin was 
himself shot down in a Dallas jaiL As these 
incredible events tumbled into one another. 
Gillin thought of the conversation he had 
had that summa As the details and descrip- 
tions of the life of the accused assassin 
became known, Gillin realized that the visi- 
tor he had received that afternoon ill New 
Orleans was. none other than Lee Harvey 
Oswald. 
IN JULY 1979, THE FINAL REPORT OP THE 
House Select Committee on Assassinations 
(HSCA), the first full congressional inves- 
tigation of the murder of President Kennedss 
was published. The committee concluded 
that Kennedy was probably killed as a result 
of a conspiracy, aldwugh it stopped short of 
identifying the conspirators who may have 
been behind Oswald. The HSCA contended 
that Oswald fired the fatal shots at die 
president, but that he was accompanied by a 
second gunman. Thus, Oswald, a loser all 
his life, was finally relieved of sole blame. 
It had been a long road for •Oinadd from 

Winn A. Las it oarapkting a book The 
CIA ea d the Acid Gotham: the Secret His- 
tory of 	Rosier &vertu- it an OWN. 
tipster and stentelier in Berkelex CeSionsix• 
JEFF COHEN is a lawyer and writer it Los 
Amp:kill! three mem awe associated with the 
Anatsisotiea hilannatios Barons. 

infancy to thrum% and now, at lass the gov-
ernment admits he may not have traveled it 
aloes 

Since the assassination, the mind of Lee 
Harvey Oswald has been open odd for histo-
rims, psychologists and conspiracy theorists 
to muck about in, speculating on every con-
ceivable motive and intrigue that might ex-
plain what role he may have played in the 
death tithe president. Desaibed as assassin 
or past; lone nut or conspirator, misguided 
Marxist or CIA operative, Oswald has never 
been Pegged an doper 

Gillin called the FBI the day Oswald was 
killed and told than he believed Oswald had 
been using unusual drugs, but the FBI 
seemed uninterested and the drug lead was 
never pursued. 	• 

Had the Warfel Commission decided to 
investigate the psychedelic connection, the 
logical place to begin would have been to ask. 
did Oswald turn on, and if so, where did he 
go his drugs? As it Duns cut, there is good 
reason to believe that Oswald was taking 
psychedelics at a time when tile CIA was 
handing them our The temptation to con-
nect dine two facts demands a look at two 
rdationshipe that between the CIA and 
drugs, and between Oswald and the CIA. 

THE CIA FIRST nannie EXPE/UMENTING 
with LSD during Project Artichoke, an ex-
tensive behavior-control effort launched in 
195L Project Artichoke was aimed primarily 
at developing unorthodox methods of inter-
rogation — including narto-hypnosis and a 
combination of various chemicals dot, what 
properly administered, would catapult a per-
son into a semiconscious limbo that the 
agency called "the 'Twilight Zone."  

After several years, however, the CIA had 
not yet found a method of interrogation that 
would guarantee a recalcitrant subject would 
disclose sensitive information. This prompt-
ed the agency to step up its search for a truth 
drug. It was during dna search that CIA 
scientists first got their hands on LSD. Early 
reports looked promising. One document 
indicated that "experimentally, LSD has 
been used in interrogation and has proved 
remarkably successful."  Another memo 
stated unequivocally that acid was "better 
adapmd than known drugs to both inter-
rogation of prisoners and use against troops 
and civilians."  

Or so they thought. Later experiments 
showed that LSD was not a reliable speech-
inducing mons Accurate information could 
not always be obtained from a person who 
teas high on acid, because the drug caused 
marked anxiety and loss of contact with 
want 

13th this did not fax the CIA, which was 
fascinated by LSD. lilt did not live up to its 
potential as a truth drug, Artichoke mien-

would simply a7t the interrogation 
procedure to suit the "6r-oat"  possibilities 
of this unique chemical, LSD led to totally 
new methods of interrogation. 

Often a subject was given a surreptitious 
dose of acid, and once the effects cook hold, 
Ise was told that tmless 
he thAed the beans, he 
would be kept in a 
tripped-out state in- 
defmitely. This tactic  

proved successful; 
LSD interrogations of 
enemy spies were in fith 
gear by the mid-1910s 
and continued through 
the early 1960s. 

Acid proved useful 
for other CIA pur- 
poses as well. In ceder 
to discredit strialist or 
left-leaning politicians,  
in foreign countries, 
the agency would slip a 
hit to manning targets 
so they would become 
incoherent and embarrass themselves at 
public appearances. (The CIA has denied 
ever using ditty tricks ofdes sot in domestic 
politics) 

The C:ItYs acid experimentation took on 
more ccaprehensite ind extravagant di-
mensions under the supersecret MK 
ULTRA program. Cornicing of 149 dif-
ferent projects, MK ULTRA was one of the 
most sensitive covert operations ever under-
takes, by U.S intelligence. In addition to 
hallucinogenic drugs, MK ULTRA com-
prised every conceivable mind-control tech-
nique: hypnosis. sensory deviation, elec-
troshock., ESP, lobotomy, subliminal projec-
tion, sleep teaching and thousands of dif-
ferent drugs. The CIA employed hundreds 
of academics and behavioral experts to help 
crack the secret code of the human mind in 
order to control it. A multimillion-dollar 
effort, this program literally spanned the 
globe. One location in particular deserves 
careful observation.  

informed about every mind-altering drug 
there is?'  

"They wanted to find out how well you 
could stand up under pressure. Like what if 
the KGB agent drops a tab of acid in your 
drink? You've got to be ready for it. 

"It was pretty weird,"  the ex-marine ex-
plained. "I'm eighteen and chasing all the 
whores in town, and these CIA guys are 
buying my drinks and paying for the whores 
and giving me a whole lot of drinks with lots 
of weird drugs in them."  

One of the drugs was LSD. 
"Pretty soon all the shadows are moving 

around—we're in this bar, see—and Samurais 
are everywhere, and I started to see skeletons 
and things. My mind just sorted boiling 
over, going about a thousand miles a min-
ute."  

In addition to LSD, the Atsugi-based 
marine was given mescaline, sodium pen-
tothol, downers and speed. 'Tm sure there 
are going to be some little old ladies who're 
gonna be surprised that illegal drugs like 
heroin and LSD were freely used by govern-
ment agents,"  he continued. "But that's the 
way it was."  

If that's the way it was, it's important to 
mention that Ataugi was the home, during 
those years, of another young marine— Lee 
Harvey Oswald.In fact, Oswald served in the 
same marine unit as the source. 

PRIVATE LEE HARVEY OSWALD ARRIVED IN 
Atsugi in Septeinber 1937. He was seventeen 
years old and had spent his childhood 
bouncing between foster homes and the 
company of his widowed mother in New 
York, Louisiana and Texas. A voracious 
reader who scored above average on aptitude 
tests, he had nonetheless been habitually 
truant and dropped out of high school. This 
led him into the marines and to Japan, osten-
sibly as a radar operator According to one 

CIA official, however, 
Oswald attracted the 
attention of der Tokyo 
CIA station and was 
recruited for its "spe-
cial operations."  

According to James 
Wilcott, a CIA finance 
officer in Japan at the 
time of the Kennedy 
assassination, news of 
the events in Dallas 
rune as no great shock 
to agency personnel. 
Fast, they had expect-
ed someone to do 
something about Ken-
nedy and his "anti-
CIA policies."  And 
second, the man who 

appeared to have taken the task upon him-
self Lee Harvey Oswald, was no stranger to 
the CIA. 

The story that circulated among CIA 
personnel stationed in Tokyo, Wikon main-
tains, was that Oswald had been recruited 
from the marines fora deep-cover operation 
into the LISSA. With no friends in the 
maeines,fleeting contact with his family and 
a thorny of moving about he would easily 
have been able to embark upon a secret 
project without attracting much attention. 
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CAN YOU FORGET HOW TO SPELL YOUR MOTHER'S NAME? by Jack White 

You probably know your mother's name as well as your own. You probably learned to spell it at a very early age. It was easy 
if her name was Mary or Ann or Jane. But even if it was a difficult name like Stephanie or Marguerite, you probably mastered 
it easily...and never forgot it. 

Suppose it was Stephanie, and you always spelled it correctly. But then, at age 17 you joined the armed forces for a couple 
of years and later went to a foreign country; then suppose at age 23, after returning to this country, you spelled your mother's 
name phonetically...Stefanny! Does that seem unlikely to you? 

Well, consider the case of Lee Harvey Oswald and his two passport applications (WC Cadigan Exhibits No. 3 & 10, 
reproduced above). On September 4, 1959, on the reverse side of his passport application form, 19-year-old Lee Harvey 
Oswald correctly listed his mother's name as Marguerite C. Oswald (XIX, 269). 

On June 24, 1963, a second Oswald passport application was filled in by a 23-year-old man in New Orleans, and in the space 
for "mother's maiden name" he wrote Margretetlavier! (XIX, 284). 

This perfect phonetic spelling of a difficult name might be expected of a foreigner...but a son would never spell his mother's 
name phonetically! Of almost equal significance is the spelling of her maiden name, "Clavier", since Lillian Murret, 
Marguerite's sister, spelled it C-L-A-V-E-R-14 in her testimony (VIII, 92). Perhaps there is an excuse for misspelling this 
unusual family name, but never the mother's given name! Spelling of "Margrete" instead of "Marguerite" is just one of the 
many reasons why I believe the young man in New Orleans and Dallas who came from Russia with a Russian wife was not the 
same person who knew how to spell his mother's name in 1959 before going to Russia! 

Further study of these two exhibits shows several other interesting anomalies: 

1959...Father's name...Robert E. Lee Oswald 
1963...Father's name...Robert Lee Oswald 

1959...Father's birthdate...Dec. 8, 1908 
1963...Father's birthdate...1895!!!! 

1959...Mother's birthdate...July 3, 1909 
1963...Mother's birthdate...1907!!!! 

Additional interesting anomalies: the misspelling of Marina Oswald's maiden name as "Prossakava" instead of Prusakova 
and the impossible wedding date of "April 31 1961" on the 1963 application. 

A foreigner might not appreciate the "southern" significance of the name "Robert E. Lee" but the young marine Oswald 
was proud enough of it to put it on the 1959 application. And would a true son move his father's birthdate back 13 years and 
his mother's back 2 years? To believe that (and that a son can't spell his own mother's name) is to believe the Warren Report 
and other fairy tales. 

It's time to end the government coverup of the identities of Lee Harvey Oswald, "Lee Harvey Oswald" and Alek J. Hidell. 
Twenty years have passed, and what difference can it make now to "national security"? 



NBC NEWS SAYS HINCKLEY ADMITS CONSPIRACY by Gary Mack 

Like most researchers who've studied the Reagan shooting, I'm far from convinced that Hinckley did it alone. Most of the major 
discrepancies and contradictions have been recounted in 1981 and early 1982 issues of The Continuing Inquiry (and should, perhaps, be 
updated and combined here). Now some of the government's "secret" evidence is starting to come out. 

On February 14, 1983, just one day after Hinckley's failed "suicide" attempt, NBC Nightly News revealed, for the first time, some of his 
diary notes from the summer of 481. These were the notes which the court ruled had been seized improperly by the prison guards and 
were, therefore, inadmissable in the trial. The first part of the NBC story detailed how Hinckley had stalked Carter in 1979 and Reagan in 
1980. Here is the verbatim transcript of the broadcast, with material that appeared on camera in parentheses: 

"There's another story in the Hinckley papers, something the FBI has investigated and does not believe. Something Hinckley 
sometimes has said is true, sometimes said is not. Hinckley wrote 'There were 8 other people involved in the plots to kill President Carter 
and President Reagan. I was anything but a lone gunman on March 30, 1981.' 

"Hinckley wrote the plot began with a classified ad he placed in Soldier of Fortune magazine in the summer of 1979—this ad, asking 
(`To All Conservatives—are you fed up with the cowardly, ineffective Republican Party? Write N.F.P. 2404 10th No. 208 Lubbock, TX 
79401.') But Hinkley used only initials for the men he said he met through that ad, like this entry for Inaugural Day, with the cryptic in-
itials ('AD, NG, RT, MK, BP. Back on 20th after learning of no troops.') Hinckley did mention one last name ('Troppman and I'), a man 
the FBI looked for and never could find. A man we could not find existed either. 

"The FBI found no evidence of any conspiracy. It concluded Hinckley did act alone. At times Hinckley has told his psychiatrist his con-
spiracy account is fiction. By telephone last week Hinckley told NBC News 'I can qnly say for now it's fiction. I don't want to make it any 
worse.' That was four days before his suicide attempt. 	 f 

"Hinckley sounded worried about his papers becoming public. He said 'This will open up a can °Norms. It's just going to lead to a big 
mess. 

"Investigators say Hinckley left no suicide note, no explanation for the attempt on his own life. James Polk, NBC News, Washington." 

BRIRFS....Researcher Gary Shaw, working with attorney Bud Fensterwald, lost his MIA suit seeking hundreds of pages on 
French intelligence agent Jean Souetre, who was flown out of Dallas by Uncle Sam less than a day after JFK died; Gary 
has worked on Souetre for some five years, filed suit nearly three years ago, and has turned up numerous, disturbing 
connections between this known assassin and principals who may have been involved in JFK's execution....If you've been 
thinking of buying a video recorder (they're now under Moo), now's the time to do its numerous JFK documentaries are 
in the works for Fall 17, including Australian public televiaion....If the tv show Lie Detector is seen in your area, 
callthestation and ask when shows 111 and h7 wra. run: Frank Starils-answers questions about Watergate and the JFK 
assassination - here's a hint (as if you couldn't guess), the polygraph showed Mr. Fiorini was truthful; the JFK 
transcript will be in the next Coverups....Which brings up a point about the contents of this newsletter - I try to 
use the most timely clippings and articles first - that's why several submitted manuscripts have not yet appeared; a 
few minor articles have been printed, but they're used to fill up small spaces....Jan Mierzejewski is wondering about 
a Jack Ruby story - it seems he kept a diary of the weekend events at 15 minute intervals; anyone know more?....And Bob 
Benn recommends asking your local bookstore to do a search if you're looking for the WC volumes - they have access to 
at least one national source and it found two sets for less than $300 each....What an unusual month March has been: 
Castro still claims the CIA is trying to kill him and President Raygun shows classified spy photos showing missile 
bases in Cuba; is this 1962 or 1983? And next year, the President is coming to Dallas. 

COVERUPS! is published monthly with 8 or more pages of useful information for JFK researchers and historians. Subscription 
price in North America is $1.00 (US) per issue; residents of other countries should write for foreign rates. Back issues are available 
at your regular subscription price. Your subscription expires with the issue number on your address label. Original manuscripts, 
articles and newspaper clippings are always appreciated—your contributions are essential for a good newsletter! 
COVERUPS! 
4620 Brandingshire Place 
Fort Worth, Texas 76133 
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